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Herb Vaporizer

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Greenhouse Fuse is the device good for adult vapor. The Fuse stands out
from other different types of e-cig products in the market due to the unique
design and function. The latest temperature control technology and
intelligent heating and cooling systems that optimizes its usage.

GREENHOUSE FUSE KIT INCLUDES:
1*Greenhouse Fuse Device
1*USB Cable
1*Clean Brush
1*Utility Tool
2*Herb Chamber
1*User Manual

Cautions

-Do not touch the chamber after heating up the device, the chamber will be
very hot.
-Do not let children use the product.
-Do not use accessories not designated for the product or try to modify the
product by yourself.
-Always power off the Greenhouse Fuse when it is not being used, or when
it is going to be stored in a pocket, bag, or purse.
-Make sure the oven screen and mouthpiece are completely dry before
replacing.

II. WARRANTY
The Greenhouse Fuse kit is guaranteed from factory defects for 90 days
from the date of purchase. We will not guarantee products that have been
damaged due to neglect or improper use. This product is only intended for
use with the provided USB charger and Greenhouse Fuse accessories.
***Due the hygienic nature of the products, the warranty does not cover
heating elements such as coils, cotton or coil housings.

WARNING: This product has not yet been approved by the FDA. This product
is not intended to diagnose, treat, prevent, cure or mitigate any disease or
medical condition or offer any therapeutic benefit.
WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the State of California
to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.

All warranty claims must be accompanied by a copy of the original receipt.
Warranty claims must be submitted online through greenhousevaping.com

单面尺寸：82X48MM
材质：157G双铜
封面封底过光胶，内页过光油
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